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START Snapshot 2004 - 2005
Casework:
• 86…Cases worked (55 families and 34 Individuals)
• 260…Service Users involved (30 Nations, 24 Languages)
• 4527…Casework hours
Cultural Kitchen:
• 46…Weekly Kitchens run
• 51…People on average attending (participants from 44 Nations)
• 2500…Meals served.
Student Involvement:
• 31…Students on placement
• 9…Number of disciplines involved
• 1359…Placement days
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Chair’s Report
‘Luck may sometimes help. Working together always helps.’

(Oxfam)

It is a privilege to introduce this second annual report which contains such rich information
about the work and achievements, over the past year, of service users, students,
volunteers, staff and trustees. The successes are a result of the resourcefulness,
determination and hard work of all concerned. They demonstrate the strength, resilience
and creativity of the human spirit.
In July, a refugee, a student, a staff member and I received the Regional Social Care
Award (NHS ‘Health and Social Care Awards’) in London on behalf of START. This
recognition of the organisation’s work has opened doors to partnership with other
innovative projects regionally and nationally through ‘NHS Live’. It has also supported the
inclusion of students from increasingly diverse professional programmes.

Health and Social Care Awards
July 2005

START’s charitable objects are concerned with providing a service to refugees and other
vulnerable Black and minority ethnic groups in the city, as well as enabling the education
of future professionals. START’s role in the award of a Centre for Excellence in
Professional Placement Learning (CEPPL) to the University of Plymouth has strengthened
its relationship with the University. START is now a site for research about interprofessional student learning.
‘Working together’ has a particular meaning for START in that every individual and agency
is seen as a potential resource and contributor to the wellbeing of the whole community.
Being flexible and responsive to policy changes and their impact on people’s lives, (rather
than defining the organisation through what it doesn’t do), takes our work in directions we
cannot always anticipate or control. It requires a high level of trust and openness in all our
dealings. This is not an easy position in the national context where competition for shortterm funding can promote a climate of anxiety and rivalry between organisations
responding to similar issues. Unfortunately there is no shortage of work for organisations
working with people whose human rights are eroded or completely disregarded.
Nevertheless, sustained focus on the needs and strengths of people supported by START
has resulted in a growing number of collaborative initiatives. These include collaborations
with EMAS, BTCV, MIND, Working Links, Supporting People, DCRSC, Sherwell United
Church, WEA, Oasis Community Café and Point Europa. These strategic alliances make
Plymouth a real site of change, innovation and social inclusion. We look forward to
realising this shared vision through the coming year.
Avril Butler
Table of Contents
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The Passing Year
In the past year, our needs led service for asylum seekers and refugees has grown rapidly.
This valuable work continues underpinned by START’s ethos of listening to the needs of
service users to ensure that we continue to provide an appropriate and responsive service.
This year, we are pleased to report a significant expansion in our integration services.
Much of this growth involves providing floating support services to refugees, tenants of
Plymouth City Council and local housing associations. We are heartened that local
authority commissioners of Supporting People services now recognise the need to invest
in refugee support to enable them to sustain their tenancies and commence their journey
towards integration. External scrutiny of the quality of our service, by the Supporting
People team, showed positive outcomes.
Access to good quality, secure accommodation is an essential pre-requisite for successful
integration. Funding from Supporting People, the Big Lottery and others (see page 14) has
made START’s core work possible, and enabled these services to expand.
Project Manager - Rowena Cerrino
“When I first came to Plymouth, START gave me help with my application for housing and when I got
the house START helped me furnish it and sort out all the services: gas, electricity, water and introduced
me to social security - all very useful support. Now they help me find my first job because I am working
as a volunteer, which is going towards my training on my administration course.”
Santa –Volunteer & Service User

From Arrival to Independence
START has substantial experience of supporting asylum seekers in the transition to
refugee status. In terms of support this represents a shift away from the Home Office to
accessing mainstream services in the same way as any other British citizen. This is a
complex procedure and it is reassuring for individuals and families to know that they have
someone helping them through the system until they are in a position to sustain and enjoy
life, and help others.
“START is very good at supporting individuals in becoming more
integrated into the local community. This is achieved through
activities like the cultural kitchen, allotment, sewing club and the
courses that are run at START, which both enhance people’s lives
through learning new skills as well as providing a place to have
human contact with other people. It is essential that this work
continues because it is an important provision for asylum seekers
and refugees in Plymouth.
Looking towards the future, I think it is fantastic and such a
unique ideology that students are such an integral part of the service. This responsibility is nurtured and
well supported by the core team at START, whilst taking into account the differences of power,
experience and responsibilities. I would like to see START develop in such a way that allows natural
relationships to occur, which enables students, staff, refugees and asylum seekers to reach their true
human potential.”
Angela Hazelton – Social Work Placement Supervisor
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During the past year, we have assisted over 260 people, including both families and single
people, from 30 different countries of origin, who speak 24 different languages and who
hold a wide range of religious faiths illustrated in The Mapping Project.
We support the celebration different cultures and
help individual refugees and asylum seekers to
participate in community events that celebrate and
share their own distinctive heritage. These events
have been well attended and supported not only by
refugees and asylum seekers but their friends,
neighbours and the wider community.
Friends from Eritrea celebrate and share the 14t Independence
Day ‘Celebration of Culture’ event held at the Cultural Kitchen.
– May 2005

“It indeed should be a day of happiness and celebration” – Service User at celebration

Refugee Integration and Support
Integration is a significant and essential theme within the organisations work enabling
service users to actively participate in a range of activities and utilise social and leisure
services in the city.
Activities we have provided and supported throughout the year include:

• Working in partnership with local organisations to co-ordinate activities for Refugee
Week.
During Refugee Week in June 2005, sport played
an important role in bringing a diverse range of
people in the community together and START
supported a group of young people to enter a
team in the refugee week football tournament.

Community Picnic
June 2005
Faces painted and being painted!
June 2005

•

Facilitating cultural celebrations
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Cultural Kitchen
“Harikari ya we Mêhvanday , Key Xosi Havaliny.
Bi rasti Me gelek pêxose ku em li roja Eyni peque Borinin. Sopas!”- Service User

The Cultural Kitchen was launched in June 2003 and has since gone from strength to
strength as a visible and vibrant example of good Community Development. Operating
every Friday from Sherwell United Church Hall, the kitchen provides a meeting place for
refugees and asylum seekers to cook and share a healthy meal, meet new people and
make friends, have access to support if required and take part in free art activities.
With steady attendance throughout the year the kitchen is
now a significant event in many service users’ weekly
calendars; they bring their friends, family and neighbours to
add to the cultural diversity at the kitchen. The average
weekly attendance is 51; the kitchen has served in excess
of 2500 meals this year.

Having fun and learning new
skills together

We have made a commitment to become a proactive,
developmental organisation, responding to the needs of
refugees and asylum seekers. We have seen a noticeable
increase in the numbers of families with children attending.
Reflecting this we have expanded our creative activities to
meet this need.

Ownership and participation has significantly increased during the year with many events
and celebrations (e.g. Eid, Christmas, and birthdays) held at the kitchen being managed
and run by asylum seekers and refugees with additional support by volunteers.

“A cozinha cutural foi e
sempre vai ser I um lugar
um ambiente para se
difertir a fazer amigos.
obrigado“ - Gislaine

Cooking together

Many participants are now more confident to say what they want from kitchen including
ideas and suggestions on how it could be improved and other activities they would like to
take part in.
“An integration of cultures in Plymouth, Amazing” - participant at Cultural kitchen 2nd Birthday

A valuable resource at the kitchen has been our partnerships with other agencies. More
than 40 different and diverse organisations have visited the Cultural Kitchen throughout
the year. These partnerships have proved invaluable in supporting the activities provided,
and have allowed an immediate and positive intervention at times of crisis.
“…a great opportunity for us to promote the enormous economic and
cultural contribution that refugees can make to society”- Rowena Cerino.

Table of Contents
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Cultural Celebrations
Cultural Celebrations have proved to be an excellent community development vehicle
building on the work of the cultural kitchen. These events enable service users to
experience the culture which they have joined, and share their culture, enriching both
through the exchange. They provide the opportunity to take part in activities that
individuals and families may otherwise be unable to access due to cultural, social and
financial barriers. Events have included:
•

A visit to the Eden Project – November 2004
61 people from ten different countries attended the
trip to the Eden Project to give participants a chance
to show us plants from their countries of origin and
help us to learn about other parts of the world.
“Nobody knew what to expect from the trip-we were amazed
at the energy to find out what was there.” – Service user

•

Spiritual awareness art workshop – April 2005
An art workshop facilitated by a
Mongolian and a Japanese artist
where
participants
created
paintings that in some way
reminded them of home – past,
present or imagined.
These canvases were exhibited
at Plymouth Arts Centre during
Refugee Week.

•

A day trip to Dartmouth – June 2005
This great opportunity, with British Trust
Conservation Volunteers, gave people
the chance to visit a traditional costal
town and experience a river trip from
Totnes to Dartmouth. For many, this
was the first time out of Plymouth solely
for the purpose of visiting the
countryside.

“The area around Dartmouth was very beautiful especially the river area. There was a guide
commentating on the area and the wildlife present. He was very amusing and his witty comments made
the trip more enjoyable as spirits were slightly dampened by the rain!” Hadi – participant on trip
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New Initiatives and Community Investment
Forward into 2006, we have made a commitment to be a proactive, developmental
organisation, responding to the needs of refugees and asylum seekers and working with
communities. As part of this commitment to promote community cohesion, we have
developed a range of projects which focus upon enabling asylum seekers and refugees to
socialise, increase their integration, have access to support networks and learn new and
develop existing skills.
Last years questionnaire illustrated that service users wanted us to help them reach their
employment goals, become independent and have better access to training courses and
computers to help them learn.
In response to this, the kitchen has provided a platform for START to support refugees;
volunteers and students gain recognised qualifications in areas such as food hygiene and
first aid.
Subsequent feedback received clearly demonstrates that
service-users and volunteers value the opportunity to obtain
certification in new areas of learning as they act as real
currency and support in any employment or educational
avenues they may like to pursue in the future.
Training – First aid Certificates

Further initiatives:
•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

We have changed our staff structure to include: more social worker support with
another fulltime Social Worker, a temporary sessional worker to run the kitchen side
of the Cultural Kitchen, and recruited additional volunteers for the Cultural Kitchen.
We have responded to the needs of the young people at the kitchen, by setting up
separate young persons youth group.
Rather than become a specialist training provider,
we aim to help refugees and asylum seekers to
access existing services and gain their chosen
employment through education.
We have expanded links and partnerships with
agencies specialising in education as a direct
result we have offered basic computer courses
and theory driving tuition.
We have expanded our team to include a part-time
refugee employment adviser, providing job search
and employment advice to our service users and Training – Computer Literacy
learning opportunities for those on placement at
START. This is in collaboration with our partners
at Progress GB.
We have developed an Allotment Project, “Cultivating Communities” in collaboration
with BTCV and DCRSC. ‘Growing food and gardening’ featured highly as a popular
and desired activity in the questionnaire.
We have set up the sewing and needlecraft group “Soft Creations”, again in
response to the feedback from the questionnaire,
A principle researcher from the University of Plymouth to undertake a detailed
evaluation of our work.
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START & Progress GB
“Progress GB is an Equal Development Partnership looking at the barriers to employment for
Refugees and Migrants. Progress GB is part funded by the European Social Fund and works in
partnership with Mind, Working Links, START and Open Doors.
The project looks at holistic support for refugees and migrants mainly focusing on information
and guidance and working with a number of agencies to overcome barriers to employment.
Work began with START in August 2005, when Refugee
Employment Adviser, Jill Donovan came into post. START has
been instrumental in this partnership providing holistic support
to refugees in many issues such as housing, benefits and general
well being. These are all vital factors in ensuring beneficiaries
are ‘job ready’.
Citywide referrals have been made to the Refugee Employment
Adviser to support with certain aspects such as benefits and
rights at work.
Additionally the project has allowed the Refugee Employment
Adviser to run three workshops regarding the holistic support.
The aims of the workshops have been to clarify certain areas
and to introduce more unusual topics that caseworkers may come across through their work.
Workshop material has included basic employment rights, transferring qualifications, national
Insurance numbers, ESOL provision, housing, benefits, health and skills audit. These workshops
have mainly been based on supporting the students who carry out their placements at START.

The relationship has been beneficial for the project
with the Refugee Employment Adviser picking up
referrals and gaining a greater insight into issues of
refugees through the cultural kitchen. The
supportive network and weekly meeting of sharing
information have been valuable.”
Jill Donovan

“Through continuous improvement and meeting our business targets, we help our own service
users
users to achieve their own personal goals” – Rowena Cerrino
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From a Laptop to a whole Network
The project has grown rapidly, starting the year in the Civic Centre, on borrowed space
and time, to finishing this year in more substantial accommodation, having employed eight
members of staff, developed the infrastructure to support this growth, and put into place
the relevant systems, policies and procedures to achieve our aims. At times this has been
a rollercoaster ride and a lot of hard work, but a huge learning experience as well.

“On a personal level, I have been able to develop my role in a way that I believe is mutually
effective and beneficial to both myself and the organisation. What is important to me is that
what we all do at START is informed by the community we work with. This will ensure that we
are collaborating with the people we set out to support. I have found this principle useful in
underpinning my approach to financial reporting, because it has ensured that I take into
account the need for staff, trustees and stakeholders to have a clear and accurate account of the
way funding is allocated and spent.
In the future, I would like to see START consolidate its purpose by continuing to work with the
community and give back to that community. People are beginning to really know who we are
now and we have to build on this by being bold and diverse enough to show that we are ready
and able to adapt to any possible changes in policy and politics and circumstance.”
Isaac Kelly - Administrator

Unit 4 HQ building
November 04

Administration at Work!
April 05

Display Work
2004-2005

“One of the most exciting aspects of working at START is hearing the message, which goes to
everyone involved in the organisation, that they have something to offer to the work being
done.
No matter whom, no matter what their position in relation to START, everyone is made aware
that their creativity, their ideas and capacity for innovation are valued, welcomed and useful.
As well as this, it is good to be part of a team in which it is made clear that people’s differences
make a positive contribution; to each other, to START, to the City and to a society which is
made richer by its diversity”
John McCormack - Administrator
Table of Contents
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Student Perspectives
“The students support each other at START extremely well and the work that we are doing is so
useful and relevant to our studies. We have been given a wide variety of tasks here at START
and you have to think on your feet because you are working independently and your priorities
are always changing and I really like working in this way. Like any agency START have still got
things to sort out, but they have also got it right in many ways. Another good thing about the
placement here is that you have to look beyond your social work role and think more
imaginatively and laterally and this stretches and challenges you quite a bit, which will make us
better workers when we qualify. I have made so many good links with housing and social
security that I will draw upon in the future.
The group supervision is a really good idea and provides a great opportunity for bouncing ideas
off each other. It would have been really good to have had more opportunities to work with
health students, because you
you don’t learn just by shadowing, but also by working and sharing
case loads. This is a great environment to nurture that type of collaborative working because
there are not a lot of agencies that can deliver that, but this one can and provides a great future
future
aim for the organisation.”
organisation.”
Wendy and Christine (University of Plymouth, 2nd Year, Social Work Students)
Discipline
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Psychology
Public Health
Occupational Therapy
Health Visitor
Public Administration
Accountancy
Drama
Youth & Community Studies

Year
2
4
3
1
1
Post
2
1
Post
2
2
2
1

University / College
Plymouth
Esslingen
Plymouth
Plymouth
Exeter
Krakow
Plymouth
Exeter
Plymouth
Rzeszow
Plymouth
Dartington
St Mark & St John

Students
4
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
10
1

No. Days
80
100
80
16
56
80
90
40
5
70
10
10
16

Total Students on Placement…31, Total Number of Placement Days…1359 days

“The quality of START derives from the fact that it is client led - so rather than the service being
imposed upon clients they are actually asked – what can we do for you? Then START sets about
meeting those needs. From a clinical placement point of view there are all the normal sorts of
things with regards record keeping, competence and knowledge building, but what I would say
has been truly inspiring and wonderful about this placement has been the holistic approach of
the service and this is the really exciting aspect of START.
In the future, I would like to see START develop some of its inter-professional activities, which
would allow the occupational therapists to shadow the social workers and vice versa to obtain an
understanding of the work of different professions and the work of the service. The placement
has been well organised and run by people who know what they are doing – top of the game I
would say!”
Clive, 3rd Year OT Student – 2005
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Mapping Project
Inspired by an exercise undertaken by the Guardian Newspaper (21/01/05), highlighting
the cultural diversity of London, We decided to show the hidden diversity of Plymouth in a
similar way, by mapping the statistics of those service users who received core support
from START throughout the year, tying it to the location those people had been dispersed
to.
The work was started and designed by Jancy and Bianca, two German social work
students on placement with START. For them, it proved to be an excellent introduction to
the City and to the diversity and complexity of casework at START.
Large scale maps were used to plot the core findings of this research. They continue to
act as poignant, visual and inspiring picture of the diversity of START’s work to all those
who have joined or visited the project since. One outcome of this work is that we have
translated our main leaflets into the three most widely spoken languages amongst our
service users.
The charts below illustrate some of the findings from this work.
Mapping Diversity - World Region of Origin
30 Nations working with START

Unknown
17%

Unknown

11%
Christian
49%
Muslim 32%

Middle East

17%

Africa
47%

Europe

14%
Mapping Diversity – Faith and beliefs

Asia
11%

Mapping Diversity –
Dispersal pattern of START
service users

The darker the intensity of
colour in each post code area,
the greater number of service
users living there.
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Spreading the Word
One of the advantages of student and University involvement the range of opportunities
we have to tell others about our work
‘START: an example of student social entrepreneurship’ Student Presentation to C-SAP
Seminar, The Thinktank, Birmingham, 24th February 2005 given by , Sharon Prissell,
Michele Lobb & Lynn Dempster
‘Students and Refugees Together (START): Practice Learning as service provision.’ West
Midlands Learning Resource Centre Network Launch Conference, Aston Business School,
Birmingham. 4th March 2005 given by Avril Butler
‘Starting to make a difference: Researching an innovatory placement service.’ HIIR in
Plymouth Conference, University of Plymouth, 10th & 11th March 2005 given by Avril Butler
‘Students and Refugees Together (START): Practice Learning as service provision’
Invited presentation to Guests of the Nation? Community and Social Services Response
to Asylum Seekers Conference, University College Cork, 15th April, 2005 given by Avril
Butler, Kally Finch, (student) & Rowena Hanaford, (Graduate)
‘A Strengths Approach to Building Futures: Students and Refugees Together’ Invited
paper to Social Workers in Motion, Society of Professional Social Workers (Western
Australia) Perth, WA, 3rd & 4th May 2005 given by Avril Butler
‘Waving not Drowning: The Resilience of Social Work in a Global Society’ Invited keynote
address to Social Workers in Motion, Society of Professional Social Workers (Western
Australia) Perth, WA, 3rd & 4th May 2005 given by Avril Butler

Publications
'Students and Refugees Together: towards a model of practice learning as service
provision.' Social Work Education Butler, Avril (forthcoming 2006)
'A Strengths Approach to Building Futures: UK Students and refugees together' in
Community Development Journal, Oxford University Press, Vol.40, No.2 pp147-157 Butler,
Avril (2005)
Inclusion in: ‘New Approaches to Practice Learning. Research publication’ compiled by
Mark Doel, Research Professor of Social Work, commissioned by the Practice Learning
Taskforce: ‘Students as a resource’ pp37-39

Other
START Southern Region winner of the ‘Social Care Award’ category of the Health and
Social Care Awards 2005
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Financial Statement
In accordance with both the Charity Commission and Companies House guidelines,
the START accounts are currently being audited by an independent financial
advisor.
A final approved statement will be available from the beginning of March 2006.
Therefore, the following Statement is in draft only.
Balance Transfers from Previous Year
Cooperative Bank
Royal Bank of Scotland
Sub-Total
Grants Received:
Supporting People
Big Lottery-Community Fund
Active Learning for Active Citizenship
PCT
Lloyds TSB Foundations for England and Wales

£1,784.54
£992.46
£2,777.00

£162,941.27
£65,805.00
£8,000.00
£2,000.00
£10,000.00
Sub-Total

Other Income:
Cultural Kitchen and Celebrations
Student Placement Fees
Bank Interest

£248,746.27
£3,210.32
£2,620.65
£396.47

Sub-Total

£6,227.44

Total Income £257,750.71
And our spending was on:
Employees
Buildings
Travel Expenses
Supplies
Activities
Creditors - Various Outstanding
Prepayments Carried forward
Debtors - Various outstanding

£128196.53
£29,640.90
£3,705.87
£34,520.01
£6,976.16
£3,896.82
-£1,501.55
-£4,127.11

Total Expenditure

£201310.63

Restricted Funding carried Forward

£54,654.28

Unrestricted Funds carried forwards

£1,785.80
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Thanks
We would like to take this opportunity to thank all who have supported, and/or
funded START this year, and those who continue to support, and/or fund START in
2005 – 2006.

Supporting People
Big Lottery-Community Fund
Plymouth NHS Primary Health Care Trust
Lloyds TSB Foundations for England and Wales
Active Learning for Active Citizenship
Devon Community Foundation
Equal and Progress GB
Home Office Challenge Fund
The Local Network Fund
The University of Plymouth

How to contact us:
Our address:
Unit 4 HQ Building,
237 Union Street,
Plymouth,
PL1 3HQ

By Phone:

01752 255200
Our phones are open Monday to Friday from 10:00am – 4:00pm
An answer phone is available at all other times.

By Fax:

01752 668826
By email:
info@studentsandrefugeestogether.com
Visit our website:
www.studentsandrefugeestogether.com
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